
 

 

 
 

 

 



 

world winds 

a world & we 

win a wonder 

linger & luster 

copper & column 

collect lush list 

temple tourniquet 

& tomorrow molds 

marrow & a tune 

meant to mere 

things more thinging 

in the rain glistening 

ear to the earth 

whirls in a work 

choice chance & axe 

light cleft in act 

shun & shelter 

in shaking handles 

limit lets light 

heavy strive stone 

opening wind won 

door call rising 

 

 

 

 

you're richer than you 

think thin new breed of 

broad high Oprah heeled 

stitch seams easy 

enough when you say when 

do I get get get get 

2 the top one toe tower climb 

boom i saw a bear once 

wince a bulltown patio 

you owned it last night 

rent wracks up up up 

burrow to get a head 

start honcho single mall 

smooth operatic light 

bulbous made buoyant 

buy us by you think rich 

recall recall & know 

that white is still green 

around the gills are crystal  

filters blue chips with feelers  

in feral sect markets 

machete rickshaws now 

machine rise rates make 

the river glow a holy 

mess for manse 

a manacle rev view vulture stalls 

along the whites new street 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

tablet you  

arise to  

see blank  

tables take 

a fig from the floor- 

boards twitch flick 

gauzy coded in a cloud  

patch of bishop’s  

weed is what we called 

it WAS AMAZING  

that we could call at all  

or will sunsets wine 

with a net map & me  

always arleady 

one super plugged in  

man was better once 

but never blank nodes 

clipped right splice clones  

can still feel qualia  

tabula & data- 

set slate & a fig  

found how we find 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

know ledge & limit 

& light every knot  

knows no not  

can be 

handled whole  

blood letting  

home body heal  

beyond no lie 

knows no house  

but every- 

one would do  

dwell to let  

light what ex- 

its slip vein hold 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

to a sign  

meant to wait  

sing upon sight  

four sore Sage eyes  

on the thrown  

out no anchor 

horse heroine float 

vigil & voice  

accord or carry  

water in words  

worlds wade wander  

full flung futures  

cling sing be to  

a sign  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

in pixels past 

passion our war 

drobes and drones  

= infinite 

when nows are night’s next  

a collide a scope  

against dawn low 

hanging free (but) farther  

figures dance  

at finger fruit tips  

for remixing a rerun  

weigh word models  

set us in morning 

maze-and-scene  

not herd nor here 

to account for  

costs of accosting  

a tomb’s marrow  

is our morrow mastered 

or mask arcade 

costume & cast kit 

hybrid hour  

time has come 

back but boneless  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

not in toto 

(no night not) 

in canvas any more 

or horror can sin 

sing a snippet of a noodle song 

for those about the rock 

& a hollow place 

to bury strangers 

things have hap 

& we lost thee  

or thine thought 

we were off  

to see the wonder 

if we only see seeing  

that outer sense  

pit a part’s picked  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

i don’t fall  

asleep i pass 

out rise rye  

spirits high hire  

me or you  

will work want  

wanes once only  

but forever be it  

a fever or worm  

would leaves it open  

autumn dawn dead  

walk delirious day  

break bury blind  

drunk or buying 

time  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

terminal man 

make now now  

bye buying on 

and on  

line no swing  

just latter  

switch on  

post no  

wave  

signal flick-  

ering  

cocoon floats 

stream 

live on  

the spot  

what a spot  

it is  

your final  

sun set  

match mobile  

i-match in  

image 

polar void  

trans screen 

no action  

is just ice 

splitting light 

screen’s hor- 

izon eyes  

no hands  

now  

ghost 

juggling vapor vitruvian 

man in a vacuum  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

truism lick spit  

a street sweet girl mi- 

nus a nosegay 

pale glow who 

knew why you  ? 

yolked blow & spray 

 2   86  words  

 4  “nervous” down ? 

sin daisy knows  

erectus bouquet  

bounce bow to de 

sign of a posy  

spice spit a lap  

dog art decorum  

or rum or meat  

mercury rinse  

gutter or stage 

an ornament of the worm  

fever felt drama- 

mine won’t decay  

forever florid 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

bank rooftop garden  

of evening’s remove  

from adamant protocol  

choirs and co-ops  

for the meek  

ends of labour  

of lust liquidated 

debt before dirt 

boredom and a landscape 

architect of blossoms 

that can’t bury busy  

body and  green thumb  

bought after you borrow  

wheel and toil  

old leather authentic  

breads and tours  

reclaim your to-do  

list organic I swear  

means and mornings 

are mine a man 

to create to carry 

fire “shoulds” agency  

& Chrysanthemum control  

room and bonuses   

credit check space  

behind the hedge  

hide hold fun  

up to the light  

of the fund shine  

on a firm’s fauna  

 

to ensure that beauty and escape never interfere with my employment and 

work on the self and that it is only ever used to “recharge my batteries” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

crow hear ants 

why fidelity 

low cost swarm  

call ect. points  

pared amid stars  

sparrow us  

foray now  

knot watch 

extraneus 

deus doppler  

link plot  

can yawn yearn 

million mite pattern 

the page black  

wing tears  

of age and worth  

wild heed sing  

‘n all is all ways  

to go  

 

 

 

 

pattern  

super call only  

queen jackdaw  

earpiece wing 

heed mites  

 

 

 

 

dynamite can  

yawn yearn grand 

wing watch pattern 

plot link   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a 

womb   

falls  

frazzled  

dance  

curl 

zone  

centre  

  pardon paddle  

  satellite 

  sync or swallow  

  your place  

  to spin  

  or byte  

  the sun sorry  

  sacked swim  

  class never Miss  

  be pixels light  

  parts dry spread  

  all heaven flat  

  tide screen flight  

  to fuzzy forgive  

      mess merit  

      bell bend 

      curl high  

      note drone  

      om 2 re 

      ass 

      ure OK  

      2 work  

      On being     

      In use  

Fill melody   

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

you zoo multitude 

 

as long as i 

am menagerie  

“A myriad years we have been 

Myriad upon myriad shall be” 

before birds sing circles  

circuit tree branch a breech 

of insect sky & sea 

prophecy seek sleek 

connection & curator 

mirror management  

of feather/phonics/phony  

symph & symmetry  

of many mammoth moments 

of budding, bidding, mudbank bloom 

& daedalus daunted  

by barking binary feral folly  

age shifts shrinking  

in buzzing shrubbery   

river mirror Minsk  

in 1989 i was a number 

multiplying divisions  

be- 

tween mirror/age/men- 

agerie /myriad  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

produce market mind  

  

if deals are real  

this one is an apple  

on top of your head  

tip iceberg impeach  

pair plum the debts 

death & stocks produce 

arrow sick shearing unseen  

above calculating  

skulls dug airy & fresh 

from shifting field 

report & project- 

ions & outs are eons  

called quarterly  

a cowardly cut two heads 

one apple one garden one blade 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



absent from the groundbreaking  

 

day’s bricks spin 

around a lack  

of all appetites narrative  

is the sexiest, the steadiest  

view at the foundations  

when laid bare buckle  

belt out broken blue- 

prints pre- 

made in morning 

light a match- 

stick to the maze  

men mold 

to map envy 

blinders are necessary  

to block by block  

block bric-a-brack  

particles particular to  

one window’s past  

pictures frame 

work as play pre- 

tenses and tones pre- 

set the songs that  

sing your lost  

& found are formulas fixed  

in photos where we are something  

we are not only performing 

but are casting a  

consular diptych relief  

from what is missing 

tomorrows towers tasks topple 

& rise again   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



guilt  

 a good resume  

means a muffled spring 

into retraction, always second  

blessing blundered by a fumble  

fantasy to fact check flares 

fossils & flash 

back into bill- 

able bodies now commodities  

coaxed & cashed in court- 

rooms to reward focus  

on routines & rigorous  

self-critique crack kick  

the cycle by peddling  

progress blind to pedigree 

in agreement with migration  

& lusts, lumps, moaning  

tumors and tomorrows  

are only so few  

good men gather kin- 

dling & lean on one 

another nervous ticks, time, takes 

a day & a pill  

to pop the possibility 

of a plummeting present  

of a presence  

of mind missing link- 

age 

 

 

but I still quake  

up ox gut gulp  

earth & sun,  

rumble home with midnight  

in my jaws  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



power, work, in two grinds & infiniteless addiction 

 

push diesel, get flicked, catch  

football numbers stats stack 

chips banana clip  

board members entity  

entitles me  

& mine gold deep 

down we know  

they’ve been wronged  

by the wrinkled reverse  

race-roar Porsche  

9/11 fetish for the falling  

man pockets swollen making  

it arraign blind hangman hustle  

knocked when it’s slang from a corner  

office go-getter the slickest trap  

cocked back ratchet bang banker  

risk ready-rock oil spells  

two grinds on chrome and curb  

side electric slide by the breadline  

junky jungle with wasted lions  

chase smoke flail weed  

from the chaff on charts & triple-beam 

scales sales so legit living your dime-bag dy- 

nasty brutish & short 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Lie of the Land 

 

they said someone dropped Fruit  

Ridge Line  

down  

earth 

Quakers & drag- 

strips bare arms & clapboard 

songs sync “we used to  

make things here”  

union singers splice  

remember-whens & crushed cans 

of Canadians through the quivering 

trilliums sliding atomic  

pieces & speakers weave a whole  

out of two- 

pump stations & seed & sun- 

burned hippies thumb  

rides, weed, tobacco  

piped from a furrow 

field tractor pulls  

apart phonemes & trestles  

stretch the green gully dip 

a rusty nimbus rings  

a gravel pit to prove  

“that dirt is clean  

when there is a volume” reaching  

a radiator glow crooked tiller  

sink radiant gold to cinder  

blocks little ways to live  

stocked ponds pilfered to Turkey  

Point Motel pickups pack puking  

farmboys of local legend “Ulysses  

a mower” & “Xerxes hawking mustard” 

beside the crick a sudden creek  

clang of twilight  

horseshoes ringer, drunks in Chevys 

in Iona Station   

cobs golden ears dangle from a deer- 

blind bible billboards 

sink home in ditches where someone said something 

 


